The 50th Anniversary Issue

A study of *Nouvelles Histoires Extraordinaires* (14) Yoshio ASAHARA (1)

On Neale Walsch’s *Conversations with God* Shozo TAKEMOTO (15)

*Two on a Tower*: Self-sacrifice and Salvation Kanshu NAITO (41)

Improving and Substantiating the Instruction of the Teacher-Training Course Tatsuyuki TAMURA (64)

The Rationality of Kant’s Aesthetic and the Classical Ideal in Music Yoshimichi SOEJIMA (90)

American Pop Art: An Introduction Hiroshi MURATA (101)

Books of Devices of 16th Century Italy (3): Devices of the Gonzaga in Battista Pittoni’s “Imprese di Diversi Principi....” Kyoko YOSHIZAWA (118)

The Effects of Life-style Habits on the Health Condition of Young Women Naoko ISHIWATA (133)

Patrick White's World: Nature/Madness—Paths to Redemption and Spiritual Growth Gloria PROFILATO (142)

Publication and Conference Reports Aga MURATA (150)

The Expression of Time in Visual Images and its Essential Potentiality Yoshimichi SOEJIMA (152)

On the Chagall Exhibition Catalogue Hiroshi MURATA (154)

A Complete List of Articles Published in the *Bulletin of Atomi Junior College* (156)

The Meaning of the Word *Atomi* in Ancient Times Rokuji TAKAHASHI (1)

On the Word *hazukashi* in *Makura-no-soshi* Hiroei TSUCHIYA (4)

A Note on T.E. Hulme’s Manuscript, “Notes on Language and Style” Susumu KANETAKE (18)

A Study of the Plot Plans Based on the Traditional Japanese *Kasou* (physiognomy of houses) in the Late Edo Period Aga MURATA (30)
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